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1. When (     )

1 (    )    (
1. ………….she came into the room, nobody spoke.

1) So 2) When 3) While 4) Since 
1-)2(

 »      .«
2. He was quiet shocked………….. I told him the truth.

1) whether 2) while 3) since 4) when
2-)4(

»         .«
         )    (     when   .

2 (       ) (
3. ……………we got to the city, we found somewhere to repair our car.

1) Since 2) As 3) while 4) When 
3-)4(

 »           .«
                              

          when     when             
                    . as                   

             .
4. ………..I arrived home, I found that I had lost my cell phone.

1) Since 2) Whether 3) When 4) Because 
4-)3(

 »            .«
                when  .

:                            
     (had+p.p)         .

3 ( )    (
5. David started learning French ……………..he was a student.

1) until 2) since 3) when 4) as 
5-)3 (

 »       .«
                when    as      .          

when   .



                  ) (          2

2 (  As ,When , While

2. As (         )

1 (    )(
6. ………..we walked in the park, we spoke about our problems.

1) As 2) Since 3) Because 4) Whether
6-)1 (

 »         .«
7. He spoke to the receptionist ………… he was walking through the lobby.

1) whether 2) as 3) since 4) when 
7-)2 (

»            .«
                                   as   

           as   when  .
8. ……………….I was driving down the street, I saw Peter.

1) Since 2) When 3) As 4) During 
8-)3(

»          .«
          )  (  as    .

9. ………………..Linda called, I was working on my report.

1) Because 2) As 3) When 4) Since 
9-)3 (

 »        .«
                as    when                    3    

 :

10. Steven was driving to work ……….. calling me.

1) while 2) as 3) whether 4) since
10-)1 (

»            .«

:             to be  while      gerund     
            as   .       :

- Steven was driving to work while he was calling me.

   :                                                 
when                     as  while               

  as          while  .
  :              )2(  .

Linda called as/while I was working on my report.

I was working on my report when Linda called.



                                                                                               )(

3. As (             )

11. ……………….you have eaten too much food, you are feeling unwell.
1) When 2) As 3) So 4) While 

11-)2 (
 »      .«

                                             as  
    .

12. I hope that they come sooner ……….….. I want to hear more about the India trip.
1) while 2) as 3) unless 4) when 

12-)2 (
»          .«

          )    (       as    .while  when      »  «
     unless      .

13. ……..everyone already knows each other, there’s no need for introduction.
1) As 2) Because of 3) When 4) However

13-)1 (
 »            . «

       as   .   because of   )   (      
   .

4. since (  .... .... .... ....        )
14. My father has been working in this factory ………….I finished the school.

1) when 2) since 3) while 4) for 

14-)2 (
»         .«

                for    since                       for »  «    
  since »  «         ) ( since    .

15. I haven't sent you any letter ……………..2011. 
1) as 2) for 3) since 4) while 

15-)3 (
»  2011      .«

        since  for  2011 »  «    since   
 .

16. I have been studying law ……….. I was 18. 
1) when 2) for 3) since 4) while

16-)3 (
 »          .«

         I was 18     since   .



                  ) (          4

5. since (     )
17. We were unable to carry out the experiment ………… the computer malfunctioned. 

1) Therefore 2) When 3) While 4) Since

17-)4(
 »          .«

          since  .
18. ……………..the weather was fine, we went out for a walk.

1) Since 2) Whether 3) Because of 4) Before 
18-)1 (

 »       .«
          since  because of         because of   

 »   «                        since    
            since    .

6. Because , Because of (             )

19. I can't attend the meeting ……………I don't have enough time.

1) whether 2) because 3) unless 4) during
19-)2 (

 »        .«
                  because    .

20. …………….last night's heavy snow, all the roads were closed.

1) Whether 2) When 3) Because of 4) Since 
20-)3 (

 »           .«
       because of  .

7. Whether …Or ( ............            ............    )

21. We must find the best solution for the problems……………..they are easy or hard.

1) as 2) whether 3) unless 4) if 
21-)2 (

 »              .«
  or…whether               » ....«  » .... «        or    
  2    .

22. Sam laughs at jokes …………..they are funny or not.

1) because 2) whether 3) after 4) since 
22-)2 (

 »          .«
    or   whether   .     or  or not .
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1- We must solve all the math problems……………..they are easy or difficult.
1) as 2) whether 3) unless 4) if 

2- ………………we got to the village, we began to find somewhere to eat and rest.
1) Since 2) As 3) Whether 4) When 

3- I did my exercises …………….our teacher had told us to do so.
1) while 2) as 3) unless 4) when 

4- ……………..the weather was fine, we went out for a walk.
1) Since 2) Whether 3) Because of 4) Before 

5- …………..I left the house, I suddenly remembered that I hadn't locked the doors.
1) Since 2) Whether 3) When 4) Because 

6- The film had already started…………….we got to the cinema.
1) when 2) since 3) while 4) as 

7- We had to leave there just ……………..the conversation was getting interesting.
1) while 2) since 3) when 4) as 

8- I don't have much money, so I have to stay in a cheaper hotel…………….I like this or not.
1) not only 2) since 3) whether 4) when 

9- Grandpa says he's had chest pain …………….he got up this morning.
1) than 2) as 3) since 4) when 

10 - …………….last night's heavy snow,all the schools are closed today.
1) Whether 2) When 3) Because of 4) Since 

11- I left that company……………they didn't give me a raise.
1) whether 2) because 3) unless 4) during

12- Francis started learning English ……………..he was a little child.
1) until 2) since 3) when 4) as 

13- I had to take a taxi…………….there were no buses.
1) as 2) whether 3) while 4) therefore 

14- …………my dad was ill for seven months, he finally lost his job.
1) Therefore 2) When 3) While 4) Since

15- We saw Sarah ………………. coming out of the office.
1) whether 2) while 3) since 4) as

16- John made a lot of noise…………….I was trying to sleep.
1) as 2) when 3) because 4) before 

17- According to new traffic rules, you should wear seat belts……………..you are in a car.
1) since 2) so 3) when 4) unless 

18- ……………you are fat or thin, It is recommended to follow a suitable diet.
1) When 2) As 3) Since 4) Whether 

19- ……………..we got home, we found a cat sleeping on the kitchen table .
1) Since 2) So 3) When 4) Then 

20- Last night I got stopped by the police………… I was driving home.
1) when 2) as 3) since 4) so 
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21- ……………….we were driving on the highway, we saw a car that had broken down.
1) Since 2) Because 3) As 4) During 

22- The train slowed down…………….it approached the station.
1) while 2) as 3) whether 4) so 

23- ………………..the phone rang, I was taking a shower.
1) Because 2) As 3) When 4) Since 

24- Our team lost the game………….a mistake by one of our players.
1) as 2) since 3) because of 4) because 

25- I couldn't help screaming ………..Martha fell off the chair.
1) during 2) because of 3) as 4) however

26- Somebody hit me………….I came into the room.
1) so 2) when 3) while 4) since 

27- I learned to swim………….I was very young. I was taught by my father.
1) as 2) since 3) when 4) while 

28- My brother has been looking for a job………….he finished the school.
1) when 2) since 3) while 4) for 

29- ………………I was walking to the store, it began to snow.
1) As 2) When 3) Since 4) Whether 

30- I used to be very shy…………….I was a little child.
1) so 2) when 3) while 4) after

    

31- Tom will get a good mark in his exam ……… the questions are easy or difficult.
1) unless  2) so that  3) whether  4) since  )-85                (

32- We have to write the letter in French ………they don’t understand English.
1) since 2) when 3) whether 4) while  )-85                  (

33- ………all of the students had done poorly on the test, the teacher decided to give it again.
1) Since 2) Unless 3) So that 4) Until  )-85 (

34- I was wondering……… she'd prefer to come a little later or not. 
1) while 2) since 3) though 3) whether  )–86(

35- The question is ……… it would be safer to leave them there or in the car.  )  -86(

1) as 2) since 3) when 4) whether
36- Tom selected a book which he knew was very complex ……………. he wanted to leave a good first 

impression on the professor.
1) since 2) although 3) so that 4) whereas                         ) –86(

37- ………….. we go by plane or train, we won’t get there on time.  )  -87(

1) Whether 2) Because 3) When 4) Since 
38- ........... I love swimming, I want to go to the swimming pool.  ) –87(

1) As 2) Whereas 3) Whether 4) While 
39- Carlos had lots of free time and read a lot of books and magazines………. he was in London.  ) –87(

1) because 2) while 3) during 4) since
40- …………. space exploration is exciting for me. I would like to be an astronaut.  ) –87(

1) As 2) When 3) While 4) Whereas
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41- …………. we tell her now or later, she is not going to be pleased.  ) –87(

1) As 2) Since 3) Whether 4) When

42- We can enjoy exercising ......... we are young or old.  ) –88(

1) because 2) since 3) whether 4) even though
43- …………we don't use the car very often; we've decided to sell it.  ) –89(

1) While 2) Since 3) Though 4) Whether
44- Tom has not been able to find any friends ……… he began his search.  ) –89(

1) because 2) since 3) whereas 4) whether
45- I asked him ……… he had done it all by himself or someone had helped him.  ) –89(

1) as 2) since 3) when 4) whether
46- He always listens to the radio ……… driving his car.  ) –90(

1) while 2) since 3) whether 4) because
47- We were watching TV all evening ………… we had nothing better to do.  ) –90(

1) as 2) if 3) so that 4) whether
48- I've offered her the job, but I don't know ………… she'll accept it.  ) –90(

1) whereas 2) since 3) because 4) whether
49- ……... it was getting late, we took the train to reach there on time.  ) –90(

1) So 2) As 3) Until 4) So that
50- We have completed ten items ………… we started doing this exercise.  )  -91(

1) when 2) since 3) enough 4) whether
51- He has not seen his old friends ……………. he arrived here last week.  ) –91(

1) since 2) when 3) so that 4) so as to 
52- I ........... a game of tennis with Mike when Sue .......... .  ) –92(

1) had finished/ arrived 2) finished/ had arrived
3) have finished/ arrived 4) finished/ has arrived

53- You should try to answer all the questions……… they are easy or not.  ) –93(

1) although 2) while 3) whether 4) because 
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Collocations ((((     ) ) ) ) 
Blood: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………..…

 blood pressure blood vessels

  blood sample blood cancer

1. The blood ……………. were sent to laboratory for analysis.

1) vessels 2) injuries 3) samples 4) aspects
13
»          .«

1( 2( 3( 4( 

support: …………………………………………………………………………………..………………………..…     –        
 family support financial support

2. Can I rely on your financial …………. ?

1) support 2) mention 3) summary 4) focus
21
 »        «

1 (2( 3( 4( 

Release: …………………………………………..……………….………     ----    ----        ----        

4. Your body …………. Endorphins when you exercise.

1) bothers 2) bends 3) stretches 4) releases 
44
 »       )   (.«

1(  2(  3 (-  4 ( 

5. His latest ………… is being shown in many cinemas.

1) summary 2) efficiency 3) release 4) trouble
53
 »            .«

1 (2( 3(   - 4(  -

   release from hospital  release endorphin

  release a bomb  release from prison

  release from duty     release a book / CD
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Flexible: …………………………………………..…………………………….…………………… ----            ----    
  flexible program flexible muscles

  flexible plan flexible body

3. Those who come to Yoga learn ways to breathe, stretch and become more ………... .
1) physical 2) repetitive 3) flexible 4) emotional

33
»                   .«

1 (2( 3( 4(  

Weight: …………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………..………….....…

 put on weight lose weight

 weight loss gain weight

6. Kevin has put on …………… since he gave up smoking.

1) height 2) length 3) weight 4) width
63
 »         .«

1 (2( 3( 4( 

Express: ………………………………………..…………………………..…………….……………..……     ----    
  express hope    express oneself

  express thanks  express concern / worry

  express certainty  express ideas / opinion

7. The doctor expressed ……………… about air pollution in this region.

1) concern 2) pride 3) breath 4) reason
71
 »           .«

1( 2( 3( 4( 
8. He only expressed his ………….. and he was removed from his position at work.

1) tiredness 2) basis 3) opinion 4) effect
83
 »         .«

1 (2( 3( - 4( 

Efficiently: ……………………………………..…………………………..…………….………………...……     ----            
    work efficiently    run efficiently

9. We all know that Mrs. Smith is a good manager and runs her business very ……….. 

1) previously 2) efficiently 3) straightly 4) artificially
92
 »               .«

1( 2 ( –  3(  4(  
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54- The heart is the…………..inside your chest that pumps blood around your body.
1) organ 2) skull 3) cell 4) vessel

55- Solar energy can be used for the…………..of electricity.
1) explanation 2) production 3) preparation 4) competition 

56- Some parents consider their children's ………………..needs, but sometimes they even forget they have 
also emotional needs.

1) formal 2) physical 3) regular 4) alive 
57- Her thick black hair and smooth dark……………indicates that she is from South.

1) head 2) skin 3) mind 4) lung 
58- You need not to be frightened; these insects are completely……………. .

1) harmless 2) useful 3) harmful 4) useless
59- The………work of this factory, i.e. doing the same things every day has made all the workers bored. We 

need some changes.
1) repetitive 2) different 3) difficult 4) complicated 

60- We're looking again at the problem of the world's limited ………….. resources.
1) energy 2) design 3) fashion 4) process

61- Old people should be attentive to their diet. They shouldn't eat ……………. food as it might be a risk to 
their health.

1) cooked 2) fatty 3) fresh 4) nutritious 
62- In order to ………….. weight, the doctor advised me not to eat lunch this week. 

1) put 2) lose 3) gain 4) lift 
63- Mike is really active. He stays in ………….by playing tennis regularly.

1) shape 2) fit 3) health 4) state
64- Julia bought a dress that didn't …………..her, so she took it back to the store to change it.

1) look 2) like 3) fit 4) select 
65- Some people don’t like climbing ladders, as they are afraid of ……………….

1) depth 2) length 3) height 4) width 
66- "Do you like staying at hotels?" "It …………….on the hotel."

1) insists 2) spends 3) counts 4) depends 
67- I didn't ………………to take your umbrella. I took it by mistake. 

1) mind 2) order 3) mean 4) expect 
68- A: What was the …………….of the accident?     B: Icy road, I think.

1) damage 2) injury 3) time 4) cause 
69- Nobody knows exactly how much …………….is left on the earth but scientists say that there is only 

enough coal for about 450 years.
1) calorie 2) substance 3) fuel 4) material 

70- Although they were wearing  warm clothes to ……………..themselves from the cold, they caught a cold.
1) provide 2) join 3) protect 4) prepare 

71- The plan has been changed, but nobody seems to know the ………….for this.
1) result 2) reason 3) report 4) relation 

72- The ……………..of heart is to send blood round the body. 
1) influence 2) form 3) shape 4) function 
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73- She…………..towards me and said something in my ear.
1) joined 2) bent 3) meant 4) performed

74- The government should develop new techniques to …………air pollution. 
1) support 2) increase 3) decrease 4) provide 

75- The new President discussed the …………..of the country and stated his plans for future.
1) completion 2) condition 3) production 4) pollution 

76- Nobody had…………….anything about the problem before.
1) compared 2) mentioned 3) supported 4) protected 

77- As the battery was almost dead, the engine didn’t work………….. .
1) completely 2) efficiently 3) probably 4) possibly 

78- Can you tell me what the chemical …………of the happiness in our body is? Of course, "Endorphin".
1) meaning 2) position 3) basis 4) role 

79- He is quite……………of his daughter's ability since she can speak four languages.
1) proud 2) ashamed 3) pleased 4) tired

80- Some people waste their time since they don't know how to use it………….. .
1) orally 2) seriously 3) efficiently 4)finally 

81- You should take great care of your mother. She feels…………..and tired after her long illness.
1) frightened 2) weak 3) poor 4) excited 

82- As gymnasts have very…………bodies, they can bend and stretch their bodies easily.
1) movable 2) suitable 3) flexible 4) useful 

83- "I need your …………to complete my studies."  "Would you mind helping me?"
1) result 2) reason 3) support 4) search

84- It's not …….….. to expect children to understand what is right and wrong by themselves. They always 
need our advice.

1) available 2) reasonable 3) definable 4) impossible 
85- Having no exercise for ages, I'm really out of …………i.e., unfit.

1) action 2) breath 3) condition 4) production
86- A/an …………….is a person who takes part in an activity with another person or others.

1) competitor 2) partner 3) worker 4) employer 
87- The …………of some certain animals such as chicken, sheep etc. is full of nutrients and is used as food.

1) bone 2) vessel 3) skin 4) liver 
88- You don't need to shout. Discuss the matter calmly and ………….. .

1) carefully 2) forcefully 3) reasonably 4) briefly 
89- This area has productive soil. It provides a lot of minerals and other ……………for the plants.

1) types 2) objects 3) nutrients 4) harms 
90- His company has ……………him for two days a week to go on a training course related to his job.

1) provided 2) protected 3) prepared 4) released 
91- In some countries, rubbish is …………..to produce energy.

1) measured 2) burnt 3) sold 4) recorded 
92- She is really flexible, she can ………….. her hands downward so that touch her toes.

1) stretch 2) prevent 3) spoil 4) breathe 
93- "Can I reserve a seat?"         "Of course sir, but we charge you some …………..money."

1) active 2) extra 3) recent 4) formal 
94- In many parts of the world where there are no fossil ……………., nuclear power is the only alternative.

1) nutrient 2) fuel 3) mineral 4) soil 
95- Don't worry. It's an easy job, no …………is required.

1) mind 2) material 3) product 4) skill
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96- According to the reports of agriculture ministry, this region ……….most of the country's wheat.
1) refuses 2) produces 3) practices 4) encourages 

97- After her heart attack, nurses checked her blood  pressure at …………..intervals.
1) formal 2) regular 3) natural 4) careful 

98- The telephone is ringing, would you please……………the receiver ………… ?
1) pick /up 2) keep/on 3) hang/up 4) hold/on

99- A fit person can carry out better physical activities.       "carry out" means……….. .
1) make 2) move 3) build 4) perform

100- Although the fines have become heavier, the number of accidents have………….. .
1) reduced 2) caused 3) avoided 4) increased 

101- When I wanted to post the photos, I wrote on the envelope: "Don’t………….it please."
1) pull 2) bend 3) push 4) lend

102- The vaccine was used to …………..the whole population against infection. 
1) pretend 2) prevent 3) protect 4) progress 

103- After the accident, the doctors recommended him to swim two hours per day to make his muscles 
………again.
1) creative 2) flexible 3) productive 4) suitable 

104- Physicians have done a lot of ………………into the effects of air pollution on people's health.
1) statements 2) descriptions 3) stresses 4) researches 

105- Milk…………….quickly if it is not kept in a cool place.
1) improves 2) touches 3) spoils 4) slips 

106- As usual, he gets very…………….when he talks about his childhood memories.
1) physical 2) mental 3) usual 4) emotional 

107- Try not to……………me with foolish questions when I am solving math problems.
1) rely 2) function 3) release 4) bother 

108- The branch of the tree…………..when the boy climbed on it, but it didn't break.
1) focused 2) bent 3) transferred 4) occurred 

109-While your ………….protects your brain, ribs protect your lungs against injuries.
1) skill 2) speed 3) skull 4) skin 

110- I asked my brother to be …………and act wisely.
1) suitable 2) reasonable 3) fashionable 4) reliable 

111- ……………..is an important factor in students’ progress in their studies.
1) Operation 2) Exception 3) Encouragement 4) Flexibility 

112- People who have been badly…………..in accidents are often placed in ICU.
1) transferred 2) included 3) injured 4) repeated 

113- It is obvious high blood…………….can lead to heart attack.
1) degree 2) harm 3) disease 4) pressure

114- ……………is substance needed to keep a living thing alive and help it grow.
1) Experiment 2) Aspect 3) Endorphin ` 4) Nutrient

115- Less than half of the body…………..is made of muscles.
1) light 2) sight 3) height 4) weight 

116- The ……………films shown on TV are very boring,and it is no use watching them two times.
1) repetitive 2) creative 3) protective 4) active 

117- The pilot was forced to ……………bombs and didn't know many of them were chemical.
1) realize 2) release 3) rely 4) relay 

118- When the brain stops …………., it is obvious that your body is out of control.
1) clearing 2) practicing 3) functioning 4) carrying 
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119- The doctor asked me to take a deep breath in order to bring more air into my…………… .
1) joints 2) lungs 3) hearts 4) muscles 

120- Nowadays, the Sun's energy can also be ………….by new technology.
1) released 2) stored 3) protected 4) relied 

    

121- The rules of the game are really easy. You’ll soon ………...them……….. .
1) take – off 2) pick – up 3) put – away 4) give – up  )-85(

122- Mary fell off while she was ……..…..the ladder.
1) running away 2) climbing up 3) helping out 4) calling out  )-85(

123- When we exercise, our body can release endorphins. “ Release “ means:………….free.
1) raise 2) keep 3) set 4) lie  )-85   (

124- The office is going to ……….….working hours from 25 to 30 per week.
1) estimate 2) increase 3) evaluate 4) research   )-85(

125- Stop shouting, and let’s discuss this problem …………. . )  –86(
1)  reasonably 2) smoothly 3) brilliantly 4) continuously

126- We are ………….. against the presence of America in that country.  )–86(

1) strongly 2) proudly 3) interchangeably 4) continuously
127- I have been asked to………...this year's summer course, but unfortunately I can't.       ) –86(

1) advise 2) devote 3) organize 4) cause
128- You will lose weight and become weak unless you receive all the ………….your body needs.  ) –86(

1) qualities 2) functions 3) devices 4) nutrients
129- He did his best to ……………his arm to reach the apple, but he couldn’t.  ) –86(

1) raise 2) attach 3) stretch 4) release
130- Two people talking together to reach an agreement can more easily achieve their goal if they are a bit

………………… . 
1) flexible 2) mental 3) economical 4) emotionless    ) –86(

131- I know you weren’t there but, to ………… the meeting was useful.
1) compare 2) summarize 3) organize 4) forecast    ) –86(

132- She says that living in an urban area or a rural one doesn’t ………….difference to her.  ) –86(

1) do 2) bring 3) make 4) have
133- The cost of the project has greatly …………. since its construction. )  –87(

1) introduced 2) completed 3) increased 4) performed 
134- We are ................. him finishing the job on Friday.  ) –87(

1) keeping up 2) depending on 3) concentrating on 4) passing on
135- Our plans need to be ............... enough to provide the needs of everyone.  ) –87(

1) physical 2) repetitive 3) flexible 4) emotional
136- We all know that Mrs. Smith is a good manager and runs her business very .............. . )  –87(

1) previously 2) efficiently 3) straightly 4) artificially
137- He is certainly the proudest boy I have ever known. "Certainly" means ………… .  ) –87(

1) deeply 2) exactly 3) mainly 4) surely
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138- A: “Are you playing tennis tomorrow?” )  –88(
B: “I hope so. It ………….. the weather.”

1) operates on 2) sticks in 3) consists of 4) depends on
139- Smoking …… your chances of getting cancer.  ) –88(

1) taps 2) produces 3) increases 4) releases
140- Don't buy that car! Its engine doesn't work …… .  ) –88(

1) efficiently 2) financially 3) extremely 4) developmentally
141- Physical exercise can ………… you against heart diseases.  ) –88(

1) develop 2) create 3) protect 4) improve
142- I can’t believe I am …… going to see the leader.  ) –88(

1) softly 2) really 3) carefully 4) briefly
143- Few people would ……… that something should be done to reduce the level of the crime.

1) distract 2) disagree 3) suffer 4) react  ) –89(
144- At the moment the only reports that are ………… exact are from the IRIB. )  –90(

1) efficiently 2) successfully 3) reasonably 4) immediately 
145- The ………….. of advertising is to create a unique image for your company.  ) –91(

1) prediction 2) function 3) reference 4) involvement
146- No one believed what he said; his excuse was not …………….. .  ) –91(

1) efficient 2) reasonable 3) artificial 4) complex
147- The research done produced ……………… that surprised almost everyone.  ) –91(

1) results  2) pioneers 3) endeavors  4) impressions
148- We need a secretary who is really ………….. in managing the office and making it run well.     

1) voluntary 2) efficient  ) –92(
3) reflected 4) self-employed 

149- Machines can now perform many . . . . . . . tasks in the home.  ) –92(
1) irrelevant 2) surrounding 3) anxious 4) repetitive

150- This travel agency hold tours which provide a wide variety of outdoor ……… .  ) –92(
1) occasions 2) functions 3) activities 4) instructions

151- If we do not find a good solution for the problem now, we will be ………. up trouble for ourselves in 
the near future.  ) –92(

1) lifting 2) keeping 3) joining 4) storing
152- They found a rock with gold in it, ……….. buried in the earth’s surface.  ) –92(

1) straightly 2) efficiently 3) rapidly 4) deeply
153- Basically, the article can be ……….. into a few sentences. )  –92(

1) emphasized 2) embarrassed 3) speculated 4) summarized
154- Recently, she has been working ……… hours to save for the holiday  she is going on in summer.

1) extra 2) financial )  –92(
3) voluntary 4) necessary

155- It is ………… to assume that he knew beforehand that this would take place.  ) –93(
1) regular 2) responsible 3) anxious 4) reasonable

156- A lot of studies show that the country of choice ……… to large extent …….. economic factors. 
1) depends/on 2) consists/of  ) –93(
3) connects/with 4) computes/at

157- We humans get our …………from what we eat; plants get theirs from the soil.  ) –93(
1) matter 2) nutrients 3) sources 4) wildlife 




